A novel definition for the three-dimensional free electron laser gain length is proposed [1] , which takes into account the increase of electron beam projected emittance as due, for example, to geometric transverse wakefield and coherent synchrotron radiation developing in linear accelerators. The analysis shows that the gain length is affected by an increase of the electron beam projected emittance, even though the slice (local) emittance is preserved, and found to be in agreement with Genesis code simulation results. It is then shown that the minimum gain length and the maximum of output power may notably differ from the ones derived when collective effects are neglected. The proposed model turns out to be handy for a parametric study of electron beam sixdimensional brightness and FEL performance as function, e.g., of bunch length compression factor, accelerator alignment tolerances and optics design.
WORK PLAN
Following our work in [1] , which relies in turn on the formalism developed in [2, 3, 4] :
• We analytically evaluate the electron beam 6-D energy-normalized brightness, B n,6D , in the presence of short-range geometric transverse wakefield (GTW) in accelerating structures and coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) emitted in magnetic compressors. We extend our previous study [5] to include the analytical estimate of the final slice energy spread when microbunching instability (MBI) is suppressed with a laser heater [6] . This estimate makes use of the analytical model for the MBI given in [7, 8] .
• We show that the physical picture proposed in [4] for the beam motion in an undulator also applies to angular perturbations caused by GTW and CSR in the accelerator. Consequently, we establish an explicit connection between the FEL performance, so far only predicted on the basis of the electron bunch's slice parameters, and a more complete set of sources of B n,6D degradation that is including projected beam parameters.
• An analytical formula is given for estimating the selfamplified spontaneous emission (SASE) FEL [9, 10] 3-D power gain length's [11] increase due to collective effects, the power saturation length and the peak power at saturation. We extend the discussion beyond SASE to the case of externally seeded FELs.
THEORETICAL MODEL
GTW and CSR offset individual "macro-slices" both in configuration and velocity spaces. The macro-slices are modelled to be as long as several cooperation lengths, since GTW and CSR-induced transverse kicks are typically correlated with z, the longitudinal coordinate internal to the bunch, on the length scale of few to hundreds microns. Neglecting for the moment any slice emittance growth from the injector to the undulator, the projected emittance growth is entirely due to mismatch of the bunch macro-slices in the transverse phase space. We take this growth into account through the mechanism described by Tanaka et al. [4] . In that work, the authors identify two distinct processes that increase L g,1D . One is a lack of overlapping between the spontaneous undulator radiation, whose wavefront follows the electrons' local direction of motion, and the FEL radiation, whose wavefront is preserved when the electrons are transversally kicked by lattice errors. The other process is electrons' bunching smearing due to longitudinal dispersion of electrons transversally kicked by lattice errors.
We recognize that the electrons' angular divergence has two contributions: one is incoherent and due to the finite beam emittance as depicted in Xie's [11] and Saldin's [12] models; the other is coherent, being the tilt of the macro-slice centroids with respect to the reference trajectory. The coherent divergence adds to (and in some cases, surpasses) the incoherent one and may amplify the effect of bunching smearing. In order to take into account the coherent motion of electrons, we apply the physical picture depicted in [4] to individual macro-slices. Each macro-slice is transversally kicked by collective effects in the linac and thus moves along the undulator on a different trajectory than other macro-slices, as shown in Fig. 1 (1) with n,0 , n,f being the rms initial (unperturbed) normalized and the final normalized emittance in the plane of interest, respectively, and the relativistic Lorentz factor at the undulator. Finally, we revise Tanaka's formula for the gain length [4] and make the following ansatz to estimate the 3-D gain length in the presence of collective effects [1]:
L g,3D is the 3-D power gain length in the sense of Xie [11] ; 
DEPENDENCE ON THE BEAM OPTICS
Equation 2 aims to generalize Xie's formalism, so that L g,coll reduces to L g,3D either for null collective effects 2 coll = 0 or large u , for any pre-set emittance growth (see Eq.1). The dependence on u is explained as follows.
We assume an electron beam whose normalized emittance grows along the linac according to n = n,f -n,0 . If such a growth only concerns the slice emittance, the gain length will be L g,3D according to [11] . If, instead, the emittance growth is only the projected one, and the slice emittance is preserved at the injector level, the gain length will be L g,coll in Eq.2 . We point out that, in this modeling, the projected growth n is uniquely determined by the initial beam parameters and the linac setting and, as already said, it is due to the bunch slices' misalignment in the transverse phase space. Then, if u is large, as in a weak focusing undulator lattice, the macro-slices will tend to overlap in angular divergence, that is 0 2 coll , as shown in Fig. 2 The parameters listed in Table. 1 are considered for a quantitative comparison of L g,coll and the M.Xie-defined L g,3D as function of u , in Fig. 3 . The FEL wavelength and the emittance growth were chosen in order to ensure [13] , over the entire range of u considered (symbols), thus demonstrating the validity of the proposed gain length model and its consistency with the existing 3-D theory.
Most of VUV and x-ray FELs, existing and planned, tend to have u small in order to maximize the transverse overlap of electrons and photons in the undulator. Figure  3 suggests that a beam focusing less tight than foreseen for an ideal beam might be more suitable in the presence of a highly diluted projected emittance. The physics depicted so far applies in principle both to SASE and to externally seeded FELs because, independently from the FEL start-up signal, they both rely on the amplification of undulator radiation through the formation of bunching at the resonance wavelength. In practice, however, in a SASE FEL the entire bunch participates to lasing, while for externally seeded FELs only the seeded potion of the electron bunch is relevant to lasing. In other words, the present analysis applies only to the lasing (seeded) portion of the electron bunch.
BRIGHTNESS AND FEL PERFORMANCE
The electron 6-D normalized electron beam brightness, B n,6D , is defined as the total bunch charge over the product of the horizontal, vertical and longitudinal rms normalized projected emittance. The normalized longitudinal emittance is the product of bunch length and absolute energy spread. All three emittances are invariant under acceleration and linear bunch length compression, but are degraded by collective effects, i.e. CSR and GTW. These effects are modelled as angular kicks to the particles' coordinate. The final normalized emittance subjected to CSR in n consecutive compression stages and to GTW in m linac sections, is provided by the determinant of the "sigma matrix" computed at the linac end in the presence of those kicks. Since the emittance is also defined in Eq.1, we can compute 2 coll as a function of the perturbations once u and n,f are known.
We consider a single-pass linac driving SASE FEL in the ultra-violet wavelength range (see [1] for list of parameters). We investigated two options: one-stage compression at low energy and two-stage compression with fixed total compression factor C = C1 C2. We then looked at B n,6D versus C1 to identify the compression scheme that maximizes the beam brightness for a given final peak current (1 kA), as shown in Fig. 4 . That compression scheme was then used to compare in Fig. 5 the FEL 3-D output performance gain length in the presence of collective effects to those predicted by M.Xie. Finally, we selected the compression factor that minimizes L g,coll and, in Fig. 6 , studied its sensitivity, as well as that of B n,6D , to the linac-to-beam misalignment and the optics in the compressor.
CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the existing analytical models for the estimation of the electron beam brightness and of FEL properties -gain length, saturation length and power at saturation of a SASE FEL -by including the collective effects in the driving linac. Two major findings follow from the proposed model: 1) The degradation of the beam transverse projected emittance affects the FEL performance even though the slice emittance is preserved. Our analytical finding for the 3-D gain length in the presence of collective effects, i.e. Eq.2, is in agreement with Genesis simulation results within 5%-15% of the gain length, over the wide range of u considered (see Fig.3 ). The residual analysis vs. simulation discrepancy may originate from the lack of several approximations in the Genesis runs, which are instead part of our theory: the asymmetry of horizontal and vertical betatron function (at large u, ) whereas our model assumes perfect symmetry; the effect of multiple angular kicks on the bunch's macro-slices by offset quadrupole magnets, which are neglected in our model; the power gain computed from time-dependent simulations instead of the steady-state approximation (single longitudinal FEL mode), which is part of Tanaka's model.
2) The enlargement of the FEL power gain length due to a dilution of the projected emittance can be counteracted by a relatively large average betatron function in the undulator line. The optimum value of the average betatron function (i.e., corresponding to the minimum gain length) turns out to be closer to the value dictated by the projected emittance with respect to that associated to the slice emittance.
Our model was then compared with that by Xie [11] , with the following quantitative findings: i) A deterioration of the FEL performance with respect to Xie's model is observed when collective effects are included. For the cases considered here, a discrepancy of 15% between L g,3D and L g,coll is observed around the point of minimum gain length, and a much larger discrepancy at very small and very large values of C1. ii) The collective effects halve the "good" range of C1 over which the gain length and the saturation length are little sensitive (i.e., vary less than 10%) to the compression factor. iii) The SASE power at saturation in the Xie's sense is reduced by the collective effects by a factor up to 3 in the C1 range considered. The proposed analysis does not pretend to replace sophisticated FEL codes. Our analysis may be useful for an initial exploration of the design parameters of a high brightness linac-driven FEL and of the magnetic lattice in the undulator line. As a matter of fact, the analytical model described in this article allowed us to investigate and to optimize, as a practical case study, an accelerator layout by inspecting two compression schemes, and to scan the FEL properties vs. the compression strength, the linac-to-beam misalignment, and the betatron function in the magnetic compressor. Our study establishes the predominant influence of GTW on B n,6D for a high charge beam driven by an S-band linac, and that of CSR for a low charge beam in an X-band FEL driver (not shown). We observed a net dependence of the FEL saturation power on B n,6D . We also found that the gain length and the saturation length can be made quite insensitive to the linac-to-beam misalignment (i.e., GTW instability) and to the optics in the compressor (i.e., CSR instability) with a proper choice of the compression scheme and strength.
